
Our campus in theWest Island:
11, 11e Rue, Roxboro
514-685-1833

Visit o
ur booth

:

Montrea
l Families Ed

ucatio
n Fair

Holida
y Inn P

ointe-
Claire

Septem
ber 22

L’école SOCRATES et DÉMOSTHÈNE offre à ses élèves :

du 4 au 9 novembre 2013
lundi au vendredi: 9 h à 11 h, mercredi soir: 18 h à 20 h
et samedi: 10h à 12h

PORTESPORTES

OUVERTESOUVERTES

• I'éducation en français (selon le
programme officiel du ministère de
l'Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport du Québec)

• I'apprentissage quotidien de la langue grecque
ainsi que la découverte de l’histoire, la
géographie, la religion et la culture de la Grèce

• I'enseignement de I'anglais enrichi

GARDERIE ÉDUCATIVE •MATERNELLE • PRIMAIRE
Campus II: 5757, av. Wilderton, Montréal, 514-738-2421, #144
Campus III: 11, 11e Rue, Roxboro, 514-685-1833
Campus IV: 5220, Grande Allée, St-Hubert, 450-656-4832
Campus V: 931, rue Emerson, Laνal, 450-681-5142
Campus V (Annexe): 1005, boul. Pie-X, Laνal, 450-681-5142
École Démosthène: 1565, boul. St-Martin Ο., Laνal, 450-972-1800

The Priory is an
independent,

co-educational
elementary school

from Kindergarten to
Grade 6 providing a
strong, challenging

curriculum, in a 
nurturing and
caring learning

environment.

At The Priory,
children come
first. All of our
students benefit
from the School’s
mission to nurture
each child’s inherent
curiosity, and

develop an
enthusiasm

for learning.
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By Mike Hickey
The Suburban

Audrey Libman and Sarah Desnoyers Zorko
became fast friends when they met four years ago at
Collège de Montréal. Audrey was the new girl at the
school after moving to Montreal from Sherbrooke.
While most of her new classmates had known each
other for several years, Audrey was entering
Secondary IV and it caused some apprehension.

“I felt scared to move to Montreal and starting all
over again in Grade 10 because by that time every-
one had already formed their group of friends and I
didn’t think I would fit in,” Audrey said in a recent
interview. “I was sad because I was leaving behind a
good group of friends and a town in which I felt
comfortable.”

Such feelings are common among students who
switch school or make the transition from one level
to another, whether it be elementary to high school,
high school to CEGEP or CEGEP to university. No
matter how popular or successful a student is at one
level, change brings anxiety. But Audrey took little

time finding a new bunch of friends and developed a
strong bond with Sarah after the pair worked
together on a science project.

“Audrey and I met and quickly became good
friends,” Sarah recalled. “She was a new student that
year and I had attended that school since Secondary
1. We were assigned a project together and almost
instantly she became one of my most cherished
friends.”

Audrey added that the partnership paid off divi-
dends in the classroom. “Sarah and I became instant
friends while working together and we got an A for
the project,” she recalled “We have maintained our
friendship since high school; we talk regularly and
make time to see each other.”

Audrey and Sarah faced another challenge when
they graduated from high school and headed to
CEGEP, Audrey at Dawson College while Sarah
attended Marianopolis. Although both were raised in
bilingual households, CEGEP marked the first time
they took classes in English. The switch in language

Friendships ease school anxieties 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Going to university will allow me to really find my path, form new friendships and introduce me to many new
things,” said Audrey Libman, on the step of Concordia University’s Loyola campus.
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 Do Your Children Have Asthma? Do Your Children Have Asthma?
 You don’t have
 to wait at the
 hospital anymore.
 All you need is
 a prescription
 from your doctor
 and a respiratory 
 therapist will visit you.
 AFP offers
 private services

 See our online tips at www.thesuburban.com
 1- 450-540-1425

 www.fpicotin.com www.fpicotin.com
 francine@fpicotin.com francine@fpicotin.com

 Agence Francine Picotin
 Mobile Respiratory Services

 Agence Francine 
 Picotin, MRS,

 comes to you in
 the comfort of
 your home.

 We Can Help! We Can Help!

 WE SPEAK, ENGLISH FRENCH & RUSSIAN

 4983 Pare Street
 Montreal, Qc H4P 2B2

 Tel: 514.340.0201
 www.justedanse.com

 WE OFFER DANCE CLASSES FOR ADULTS AND KIDS!
 GROUPS OR PRIVATE,,,, NO PARTNER NECESSARY.

 • BALLROOM

 • BALLET

 • JAZZ

 • CONTEMPORARY

 • BREAKDANCE & HIP HOP

 • COMPETITIONS

 • PERFORMANCES

 • BIRTHDAY PARTIES…
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was easier than anticipated and had some
unexpected benefits.

“I went to high school in French and
CEGEP in English and these are two dif-
ferent levels of schooling so regardless of
the language, you are treated differently,”
Sarah said. “I felt more comfortable for
some reason. I also learned many things
from the ‘English culture’ that I had not
been exposed to in high school — for
example, English literature. French and
English students are somewhat cultural-
ly different, but I don’t think that classes
or life at school are affected much by the
language spoken.”

Strangely, Sarah is more concerned
about going back to a French school as
she enters Université de Montréal this
fall.

”What worries me the most is having
to adjust to a new way of studying,” she
said. “I worry about more taxing school-
work, new kinds of classes and exams, as
well as going back to a French school
after having graduated from an English
CEGEP. One good thing about going to
university is a more flexible schedule.
With class time being more condensed I
hope to have more freedom to organize
my homework and activities outside of
school. University also holds promise
because class materials will hopefully be
closely tied to a career that interests me.”

Audrey’s concerns about attending
Concordia University centres on time
management as well as uncertainly over
her future.

“I feel that going to university will
allow me to really find my path, form new
friendships and introduce me to many
new things,” Audrey said. “I am worried
that I will have trouble managing my
time as well as the workload. I am also
worried that the program I have enrolled
myself in (psychology) is not meant for
me.”

The friends also find time to take on
part-time jobs.

“I think it helps me keep perspective
when I get too caught up worrying about
grades and performance,” Sarah
explained. “Finally, working during the
school year sometimes offers a much
needed break from studying.”

One thing they can count on as they
embark on different paths is that their
friendship will endure and that can bring
comfort to a lot of anxieties. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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